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Abstract
For the problems of traditional wavelet de-noising algorithm in dealing with
non-stationary signals will destroy the detail component of signal. Paper proposes an
adaptive wavelet de-noising algorithm. First, a simplified mathematical model of wavelet
de-noising algorithm was established. Analyze the problem of traditional wavelet
de-noising algorithm. Then, an adaptive threshold function mathematical model was
established according to the problem of traditional wavelet de-noising algorithm.
Determine the parameter by the relationships between different scales of wavelet
decomposition of signal and noise. Finally, calculate the optimal threshold of the
adaptive threshold function by iterative algorithm. Simulation results show that the
adaptive wavelet threshold de-noising algorithm can preserve the original signal details.
And adaptive wavelet threshold de-noising algorithm is better than the traditional wavelet
de-noising algorithm in the signal to noise ratio, mean square error and so on.
Keywords: wavelet de-noising; digital signal process; adaptive threshold function;
adaptive threshold

1. Introduction
Signals in the collection, transmission and A/D conversion easily mixed with noise.
This can cause signal degradation and adversely affect the subsequent signal processing.
Especially in the field which require signal quality. Especially in the field of higher
requirements on signal quality, Such as Communications, sophisticated detection and
speech recognition. In order to ensure that the signal recognition, feature analysis, the
signal must be de-noising [1-2]. In practical engineering applications, de-noising requires
not only suppress noise, it must ensure that does not destroy the signal detail component.
Signals can be divided into stationary signal and non-stationary signal. In practice,
most signals are non-stationary signals [3]. Fourier transform cannot get the details of the
non-stationary signals, so the Fourier transform cannot deal with non-stationary signals.
The wavelet transform is developed on the basis of Fourier; wavelet transform uses
wavelets instead of the sinusoidal basis in Fourier transform [4]. Therefore, the wavelet
transform can extract the details of the signal; the wavelet transform can be used to handle
non-stationary signals.
In recent years, with further research, wavelet analysis obtains a larger development in
the field of signal de-noising. Wavelet De-noising algorithm can be divided into
Maximum value de-noising algorithm. Correlation de-noising algorithm and Threshold
de-noising algorithm. Because of its simple algorithm and small computation quantity,
de-noising by thresholding obtained the widespread application [5]. However, there are
some problems in the traditional wavelet threshold algorithm. Therefore, this paper
constructs a new adaptive threshold function, and adopt iterative algorithm to obtain the
optimal threshold in different decomposition scale.
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2. Wavelet Threshold De-Noising
2.1. Traditional De-Noising Algorithm
When the signal de-noising, not only to consider how to remove the noise, but also
should consider a issue that how to preserve partial the feature of signal, the problem will
be more obvious when dealing with the signal which have low noise-signal ratio. In
reality, it is often encountered that the signal is almost completely submerged in noise,
such as fetal ECG and the signal generated by the propeller of submarine, etc. There
singles with low noise-signal ratio, and carries a lot of detail component. Therefore, it is
of great significance to study the de-noise algorithm of this kind of signal.
Figure 1 (a), is real output signal of Strain Gauge Transducer. As can be seen from the
signal waveform, signal is mixed with a certain degree of noise in the process of
acquisition and transmission. And the original signal carries a lot of mutation pikes, these
mutations peaks can be seen as details of the signal, these details may carry some
important information. Thus we need to preserve the details. Figure 1 (b), is a rendering
which the soft-threshold de-noising algorithm is adopted to noise signal process. It can be
seen that although the soft threshold algorithm can preserve the detail component of
signal, but the effect is not desirable. Figure 1(c), is a renderings which the hard-threshold
de-noising algorithm is adopted to noise signal process, it can be seen that the single may
lack of details when the single processed by hard-threshold de-noise algorithm. Therefore,
it is necessary to construct a de-noise algorithm that can satisfy de-noise and preserve
signal details composition.

Figure 1. The Effect of Strain Gauge Sensor Output Signal Processed by Soft
and Hard Threshold De-Noise Algorithm
2.2. Wavelet Thresholding Principle and Mathematical Model
The principle of wavelet threshold de-noising can be summarized as: the wavelet
transform of the contaminated signal, signal components present only in a small number
of wavelet coefficients, This indicates that the signal wavelet coefficients in the wavelet
domain is a partial distribution, And these wavelet coefficients present in all wavelet
scales; But the wavelet coefficients of noise present in all the range of wavelet domain,
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And the wavelet coefficients of the noise will be reduced significantly when the
decomposition scale increases [8].
Therefore the wavelet de-noising process can be summarized as the following three
steps:
(1)Wavelet transform to the contaminated signal.
(2)For the low-frequency signal components in maximum resolution scales, it can be
seen as part of the real signal, so this part of the signal should be preserved; the
high-frequency signal components of the respective scales can be seen as the true signal
and noise superimposed, thus this part need to do nonlinear process.
(3)IWDT for wavelet coefficients, get the signal after de-noise.
For the signal with noise it can be represented as a mathematical model:
y  x n

(1)

In the Formula (1), y representative of the sequence of the contaminated signal,
Which is composed of the signal x and the noise n .
The three processes of wavelet de-noise can be described by a mathematical model:
u  W
(y)

u

D
(
u, t h)

xˆ  W- 1( u )


(2)

W represents wavelet transform, u is the wavelet coefficients obtained after wavelet
transform; D represents de-noise operation to the wavelet coefficients u . u is wavelet
coefficients obtained by de-noise operation; W- 1 is the inverse wavelet transform
operation. xˆ is the signal after de-noise operation. The critical procedure of the wavelet

threshold de-noise is nonlinear de-noise algorithm, How to select the appropriate
threshold function and find the corresponding threshold is a major problem of wavelet
threshold de-noise algorithm.
2.3. Self-Adaptive Threshold Functions
In order to solve the problem of the traditional threshold de-noising algorithm, it is
necessary to construct an appropriate threshold function. According to the threshold
function selection principle of the wavelet threshold de-noise algorithm, an excellent
threshold function need to satisfy the following characteristics:
(1)The threshold function is continuous in the wavelet domain.
(2)Threshold function should ensure the estimation of the mean square error (MSE)
have minimum value.
(3)The threshold function should have first-order derivative or more.
Thus, this paper constructs an improved threshold function, parameters can be adjusted
according to the intensity of the noise. Thereby adjusting the soft and hard degree of
threshold function . The improved threshold function can adjust the soft and hard degree
of the threshold function, which is a variable threshold function. The expression for the
variable threshold function is:

t hm
x  0. 5sgn( x ) m1 , x  t h
x

( x , t h, m, n)  
n

x
0. 5sgn( x ) n 1 ,
x  th

th

(3)

In Formula (3), t h is the threshold, m and n are adjustment parameters. In order to
make the threshold function have first-order derivative, the condition should be satisfied:
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( x , t h, m, n)
( x , t h, m, n)

x
x

x t h
x  t h

(4)

According to Formula (4), when n  m  1, the threshold function of the Formula (3),
has the first-order derivative. Thus, the threshold function of the Formula (3), can be
written as:

t hm
x  0. 5sgn( x ) m1 , x  t h
x

( x , t h, m)  
m 1

x
0. 5sgn( x )
,
x  th

t hm

(5)

Figure 2, shows the corresponding threshold function image when the parameter m is
1, 5 and 10.
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Figure 2. Variable Threshold Function
From the Figure 2, we can know that when m  1 , the threshold function can be
regarded as the soft threshold function; and when m  10 , the curve of the threshold
function is almost coincident with the hard threshold function curve. So we can select the
most suitable threshold function  j ( x , t h, m) in different decomposition scales by
adjusting the parameters m. According to the energy distribution characteristics of signal
and noise in different decomposition scales: the energy of the noise component gradually
decreases with the increase of the decomposition scale. Therefore, the noise component is
abounding in the fine scale, it should be used hard threshold function to process wavelet
coefficients, this can effective inhibit the noise. But in the wide scale, the soft threshold
function is used to prevent the details of the signal.
In order to adjust the threshold function, establish a function of the parameter m as
follows:
Enj

mj  10

Ed j

Wherein, Edj 

(6)
N 1

d

k 0

2
jk

is the total energy of the signal in the wavelet decomposition

scale j . Enj is the noise energy in the wavelet decomposition scale j .
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Find the relevant literature, the Gaussian noise has the following distribution
characteristics in the wavelet scale j :
(1)In scale d 1 , the energy of the signal is approximately equal to the energy of the
noise.
(2)The energy of white Gaussian noise in the wavelet scale j is 2j of the total energy
of the noise.
It can determine the energy of white Gaussian noise on wavelet scale j is
Enj 

1
1
En  j 1
j
2
2

N 1

d

2
1k

k 0

In summary, when the wavelet scale j  1 , the noise energy can be reached to the
maximum, at this time, m has a maximum value, with the increase of wavelet
decomposition scale, the energy of noise is gradually reduced, the value of mj also
decreases. This can achieve the change of threshold function.

3. The De-Noise Algorithm Based on Self-adapting Threshold Function
3.1. The Selection of the Optimal Threshold
Universal threshold functions have proven to be one of the simplest ways in the field of
wavelet de-noising. However, on account of the value of the universal-threshold equals
to the upper limit of the wavelet shrinkage threshold some information of the input signal
may be lost. Thus, It is necessary to select the optimal threshold of the actual signal.
When the error of mean square between the measuring signals and the true signals is
minimum, the optimal threshold will be determined. On the basics of the SURE(Stein
Unbiased Risk Estimate) , the unbiased estimate of the minimum mean square error can
be obtained. The actual implementation is to estimate the value of actual signal the
estimated value equals to x . Therefore the value actual signal x can be replaced by x .
Hence, it is effective to minimize the error of mean square between actual signal and the
2

estimated value R( x , x )  E x  x .
To determine the error of mean square R( x , x ) , it is need to process the measured
value of actual signal. y denotes measurement signal, x denotes actual signal, n
denotes noise signal, û , u and v respectively denote the wavelet coefficients.
According to Formula (1), the mathematical model of wavelet domain can be obtained
which is as following:
û  u  v

(7)

Establish a mapping function:
g( y )  f ˆ( y )  y

(8)
Where f ˆ( y ) is the estimated value of y . Meanwhile, f ˆ( y ) is the threshold function
  ( y , t h, m) .
According to Formula (8), the following formula can be obtained.
E g( y )

2

 E f ˆ( y )  y

2

 E f ( y )  ( x  n)

 E f ˆ( y )  x

2

 E n

 E uˆ  u

2
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According to Parseval's theorem, the value of E f ˆ( y )  y
the value of E uˆ  u

2

2

can be minimized when

is the minimum. Meanwhile, as g( y ) is differentiable, formula

(10) can be obtained on the basics of SURE theorem.
E f ˆ( y )  y

2

 N  E  g( y )


2

 2y  g( y )


(10)

Thus, the mean square error equation can be obtained, which is Formula (11).
Rt
( )  N  g( y )

2

(11)

 2y  g( y )

3.2. Adaptive De-Noise Algorithm
The optimal threshold value can be obtained by solving the mean square error
equation. Typically, the computer using Newton's method or the Steepest Descent method
to implement the process of solving non-linear equations. Newton's method is two order
convergences, and Steepest Descent method is first order convergence, so the time that
solving non-linear equations with Newton's method is less then Steepest descent method.
Therefore, this paper solves the MSE equation by Newton's method.
The iterative formulas of Newton's method as follow:
t hk  1  t hk -

R( t hk )
R( t hk )

(12)

In the Formula (12), t hk is the threshold after k times iterations, R( t hk ) is the
MSE equation. R( t hk ) is the first derivative for R( t hk ) .
R( t hk ) 

R( t hk )
t hk
N 1

gi

i 0

t hk

 2 gi 

N 1

 2gi

i 0

y i t hk

 2

(13)

The Formula (5) into the Formula (8) to solve partial derivative is:
gi
η

t h
t h
0. 5  sgn( y )  m,
y  th

m 1
 
y
0. 5  sgn( y )  m 
, y  th

t hm 1

(14)

0,

y  th

 2gi

m
 
y
y i t h
0. 5  sgn( y )  m( m  1)  m 1 ,
th


y  th


(15)

In addition, we need to select the initial value of Newton's method. Initial value should
be set to comply with its convergence condition. For the signal sequence which length is
N , the universal threshold value can be selected as the initial threshold value. The
5
termination condition of the iteration is t hk 1  t hk  10 or k  500 .
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By using the Newton's method to solve the Rj ( t h) on the different decomposition
scales, we can obtain the optimal threshold value t hj on the corresponding scale.

4. De-Noise Simulation
In order to verify the effect of de-noise algorithm presented in this paper. Adopts
Matlab for simulation experiment. Add the white Gaussian noise to the heavy sine signal
and the bumps signal. Then select the soft threshold function, the hard threshold function
and the compromise threshold function to deal with the signal, compare these results with
the method of this paper.

Figure 3. The Comparison Chart of Heavy Sine Signal De-Noise
Figure 3, is the effect figure of the heavy sine signal de-noises. Because of space
constraints, the effect figure of the bumps signal de-noise is not given here.
Can be seen from the Figure 3, compared to the traditional threshold de-noise
algorithm, the de-noise algorithm which is proposed in this paper can reach the desired
objectives, and this algorithm will not reduce the detail of signal.
In order to objectively evaluate the effect of de-noise. The SNR, MSE and local peak
error(LPE) are used as the indicator to measure the effect of de-noising. SNR is a measure
of the effect of de-noising. MSE represents the similarity of the real signal and processed
signal. LPE can be used to measure the extent of signal details missing.
Table 1, and Table 2, were de-noising results for heavy sine signal and bumps signal.
Table 1. The Result of Heavy Sine Signal De-Noise
de-noise
method

hard threshold
de-noise

soft threshold
de-noise

SNR(dB)
MSE
LPE(%)
de-noise
method

17.1287
0.1927
4.92
hard threshold
de-noise

16.8593
0.2269
3.73
soft threshold
de-noise

SNR(dB)
MSE

13.2956
0.1384

12.9371
0.1057
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compromise
threshold
de-noise
20.6418
0.0742
2.81
compromise
threshold
de-noise
16.5794
0.0639

The de-noise
method in this
paper
21.9659
0.0495
1.96
The de-noise
method in this
paper
18.2369
0.0407
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LPE(%)

3.85

3.02

2.35

1.39

It can be seen from the table, when using this de-noise method in this paper, three
indicators are better than other de-noise method.

5. Conclusion
For the problems of traditional wavelet de-noising algorithm may destroy the detail
component of signal. This paper constructed a threshold function with parameter. This
threshold function can be adaptively adjusting the parameters based on the energy of
noise signal in the corresponding wavelet scale. Thus get optimal threshold function in the
corresponding decomposition scales. And adopt Newton's method to obtain the optimal
threshold. The results obtained in the simulation were as follows:
(1)When the signal is processed by wavelet de-noise, select the different threshold
function will have different effects on the details of the signal. It can be concluded that the
adaptive threshold function is superior to the traditional soft and hard threshold function
by application LPE as evaluation index.
(2)Aiming at the effect of de-noise, adaptive wavelet de-noising is more targeted.
Adaptive wavelet thresholding algorithm can adjust the threshold function and threshold
based on the proportion of the noise in district wavelet decomposition scale.
(3)Except the threshold function and threshold may affect the effect of wavelet
de-noise, The Wavelet also have some impact on the effect of de-noise.
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